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CHAPTER IV: THE CONCEPT OF TIME IN THE LATER
GRAMMATICAL TRADffiON

There are two divergent opinions existing in the grammatical tradition
itself regarding time: 1
1) time is a separate entity which is etemal2) time is nothing but kriya
itself. The later grammatical tradition believes in the second school of
thought. Here the metaphysical aspect of time is absent and much
emphasis is laid onthe concept of kriya which includes kiila according
to them.
Among the grammarians in the later grammatical tradition who
have discussed the notion of time, Kaiyata, Kaul).<;labhatta and Nagesa
deserve a special mention. Apart from their discussion, there are a few
stray references found here and there in the different commentaries.
However, often they are repetitions of the earlier statements.

t
Parts one and two of the present paper appeared in Nagoya Studies in Indian Culture and
Buddhism: Saf!lbha$ii Volume 18, 1997 and Volume 20 1999. Part one includes Preface,
Abbreviation, Table of Contents, Chapter I, and Bibliography. Notes and references are put as
footnotes. Part two includes Chapters II and Ill.
1
Vide Pradipa on Mbh. under P.Ill.2.84: tatra kecin nityaf!l kiilaf!l padiirthiiniim
abhyanujiiiipratibandhiirthiibhyiif!l sthity utpattipralayahetum iicalcyate I tatra saf!1sargisflryiidikriyiibhediisrayo miisiidibhedavyavaharo bhUtiidivyapadesa8 ca I anye tu prasiddhaparimii1Jii kriyii suryiidikartrkii aprasiddhaparimii1JiiyiiiJ kriyiiyii/J paricchediiyopiittii ahariidivyapadesyii kiila ity iihuiJ; also vide Pradipaddyota under a i u 1J (sivasfltras): kriyaiva kiilo
niitiriktamate idam; also vide Pradipa on Mbh. under P.III.2.115: yathii kiilasya nityapalcya
upiidhibhediid bhutiidivyapadesas tathii parok$atvam api I anityakriyiirupakiilapalcye tu svata eva
parok$atvam I
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Kaiyata, a notable grammarian of 11th Century, wrote the
commentary called Pradipa which marks the end of the first period in
the history of Pal).inian school, contains a few notable discussions
which are noted below.
According to Kaiyata, time is a well-known measure of action
(prasiddhaparimii1'}iikriyii) by which other less significant actions are
measured2 i.e., in the usages like 'divasam adhite' (he is studying the
whole day) the word divasam signifies the movements of the Sun
from rising to setting and every compact action of the Sun is time.3
Kaiyata is aware of the two prominent views existing within the
grammatical tradition itself. He interpretes a concept according to both
the views. For example, he explains how the concept of 'paro~a' fits
well according to nityapa~a (holding time as eternal) and anityapak~a (holding time as a transitory thing). 4
On the one hand, Kaiyata believes in the view that kriyii is kiila;
on the other, he describes kiila as the substratum of action,s as
Bha~yakara perhaps wanted it to be.
However, Kaiyata accepts kiila as a perceptible thing for Yogins6
whereas for common people it is inferential. Under Mbh. on P.III.
2.102, Kaiyata shows the close affinity existing between kiila and
"kriyiiJ
Under Mbh. on P.III.2.123, Kaiyata holds the strong view that the
existence of present time is essential for the sake of the existence of
past and future time. And it is through (or with reference to) present

2

Vide Pradzpa on Mbh. under P.III.2.84: prasiddhaparimii71ii kriyii suryiidikartrkii
paricchediiyopiittii ahariidivyapaddyii kiila ity iihu~; also vide
prasiddhaparimii71ii kriyaiva kriyiintaraparicchediit kala ity uktam. (Op.cit. under P.2.123.)
aprasiddhaparimii71iiyii~ kriyiiyii~

3

Ibid.

4

Pradzpa on Mbh. under P.III.2.115 yathii kiilasya nityapa~a upiidhibhediid bhiitiidivyapadesas tathii parok~atvam api I anityakriyiirfipakiilapak~e tu svata eva parok~atvam I
5
Vide Ibid on Mbh. on P.III.2.123: tiisiim eva kiilariipatviit kiilasya ca kriyiidhikara71atviid
iti bhiiva~ I

6
a~el1a

7

Pradzpa on Mbh. under P.III.2.123:
vidanti I

yogina~,

ye bhiivaniivasena trin api kiiliin yogi-praty-

Ibid. on Mbh. under P.III.2.102: tatra avayaviinii'!l kiilatrayayogiit kriyiiyii api kiilaI

trayayoga~
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time only that something is called past or present. 8 Present time is that
which is devoid of past and future.
In the Bhii$ya divergent opinions are found regarding the
explanation of parolcya for which Kaiyta suggests the lit. suffix for the
action which is not perceived in case of non-today past. 9
Kaiyata has offered his own definition about anadyatana and
adyatana as 'atikrantaratripraharatrayavasanam anadyatanam' 10
and 'ekasyaratres caturtho yamo divas as ca sarvo dvitfyayas ca
ratre~ prathamo 'dyatana' 11 respectively.
2. Kaul).<;iabhana
As it has been mentioned earlier, there are two schools among the
grammarians of which one believes that time is a separate entity other
than kriya whereas the other one does not admit of time as a separate
entity than kriya. Kaul).<;iabhat!a is the founder of latter school.12
In his famous work called Vaiyakarm:zabhfl$m:za, he has dealt
with the concept of time in his own way. He has solved two main
problems:
1) Whether time is to be considered as the same as action.
2) Whether time is a denoted (vacya) or indicated (dyotya) meaning
of tenses.
According to him, time is not distinct from a series of activities,
as there is no proof to accept it as being separate from a series of
activities _13
According to Grammarians, it is the sentence that is the basic
indivisible unit and that alone has real existence in language. This is
already stated in the beginning of the third chapter. However, here the
question arises: If the sentence is the basic indivisible entity, then how
do we get different meanings out of different words? So, it is said that
by artificial divisions of sentence into individual words we get the
various word meanings. This way it becomes easier to analyse a
8
tvii

Ibid. on Mbh. under P.III.2.123: nityapravrttasya bhutabhavi:jyattvii 'bhiiviid vartamiinaI

'bhiiva~

9

Ibid. on Mbh. under P.III.2.115: indriyii 'gocarasiidhiinasiidhitiinadyatanakriyiiyiiviicinas
tu dhiitor lit pratyaya iti nin:zaya~ I

10

Vide Ibid. on Mbh. underP.III.2.110.

11

Ibid.

12

Vide VKB. (Lin.), p. 75:

13

Vide Ibid. p. 73: kiilo na vyiipiirasantiiniitirikta]J miiniibhiiviit.

vastuta~

ldilo

niitirikta~
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sentence. Now, the question is - in this analytical method, how do
we get the sense of time from a sentence. This issue is discussed by
Kam;<;labhatta in his Vaiyakarm:zabhu~m:za.
A word is composed of two things - root and suffix. The
question here is whether we get the sense of time from root or suffix.
Kaul).<;iabhaga advances different arguments regarding the issue and
finally offers his own opinion. This is stated below.
First he shows the difficulty in all the views.
( 1) The difficulty in accepting verbal root as expressive of time.
If time is accepted to be the denoted meaning of the verbal root, a
separate denotative function will have to be assumed as existing in
every verbal root for this one meaning. So, it is difficult to accept a
verbal root as denotative of time.14
(2) The difficulty in accepting lakaras as denotative of time.
On the one hand, time also cannot be accepted as a denoted meaning
of lakaras. Lat etc. denote the meanings which belong to all the: !members (i.e., the agent, the object and action if the verbal root is
intransitive). Thus, if the expectancy is fulfilled then there is no reason
why lat etc. should be applied to any additional meanings like time.
Again, if it is accepted that time is a specific meaning of that
lakara, the general meanings namely, agent and object, will be set
aside to provide place for the specific meaning. Thus, if time is
accepted to be denoted meaning of the lakaras, then the general
meanings agent etc. will not be denoted by them.lS Thus, the second
view accepting lakaras as denotatives of time is rejected.
(3) The authoritativeness of the Bha~ya regarding the problem:
Support for both the views.
After thus first discussing both the alternatives and showing how there
are the difficulties in accepting either of these views, Kaul).qabhaga
shows the Bha~yakara's opinion in this regard. The Bha~ya shows
support for both these views.
Here, Kaul).<;iabhaga suggests that the fault that all the roots will
have to have an additional denotative function to denote time can be

14 Ibid. p. 73: na ca sa sakta eva I bahuniif!l dhiitiiniif!l tatra saktatve la{as tatrasaktatve
kartapi vacyo na syat.
15
Ibid. p. 73: kifica vartamane laqiti visi~ya vidhiine 'pi la{as tatra asaktatve kartiipi viicyo
na syiit.
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solved by accepting time as series of activities (vyiipiirasantiina).16
Thus, if vyiipiirasantiina is the meaning of a verbal root then it is clear
that time is denoted by verbal root and lakiiras can be accepted as
indicatives of that.
The other alternative point i.e., whether lakiiras can be regarded
as denotative of time can be accepted by avoiding the fault already
mentioned. The biidhyabiidhakabhiiva is not accepted here. So, the
general meaning will not set aside the specific meaning and both can
exist together.17 This way time also can be said a denoted meaning of
a lakiira. In the above way time is both denoted and indicated by
lakiiras and both the views are supported by the Bhii~ya.
Finally, Kam:tq.abhatta holds the view that it is only a general
notion of time that is denoted by the verbal root. But, specific lakiiras
denote specific aspects of time, such as, presentness, pastness etc. So,
general notion of time being denoted by the specific verbal root is
indicated by a specific lakiira.1B This is the final view of
Kaul).q.abhaga.
According to Kaul).q.abhaga, time is twofold: pertaining to today
and non-today or exclusive of today. Again, this two fold time is
divided into two: Past and future.19 Diagram 7 is shown given below
indicating this position.
Kaul).q.abha!!a gives the P~inian ten lakiiras and shows how they
are used to convey these different senses. Actually, these lakiiras are
not used in language. But, these are markers for the different suffixes
like tip etc. These lakiiras are used with reference to time and
modalities. Out of these ten lakiiras i.e., LAT. LIT, LUT, L~T. LAN,
LOT, LUN, LET, LIN and L~N, the first six are used to convey the
aspects of time and the other four are used to convey modalities. A
detailed discussion will be found in the fifth chapter on this issue.

16
Ibid. p. 73: na ca tasya dhiituviicyasya uktado~a sy~d iti viicyam I vyiipiirasantiiniitiriktakiilasyiin abhyupagamiit tasya ca dhiituviicyatvasyopapiiditatviitl tathiihi I kiilo na vyiipiirasantiiniitirikta~ miiniibhiiviit.

17
Ibid. p. 73: tathiipi pravrttau ca vise~er;a siimiinyasya takrakaur;t,liny anyiibiidhiit
kartrviicyatviiniipatter iti cen naivam I p~advayasyiipi iikare 'bhihitatviidyuktisiddhatviic ca.
18

Vide Gune, The Meaning of Tenses and Moods, p. 65ff.

19

Vide VKB. (Lin.), p. 75: kiilas tiivad adyataniinadyatanabhedena dvividha~ I dvividho 'pi

bhUtabhavi~yad rftpa~.
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Time

non-today (anadyatana)

today (adyatana)

I
present
past
(vartamiina) (bhUta)

I
future
(bhavi:jyat)

past
(bhuta)

future
(bhavi:jyat)

I
witnessed
(visualised)

not witnessed
(not-visualised)

Diagram 7

3. Nagesa
The latest among the traditional reputed scholars, Nagesa is an author
of many valuable texts like Mahiibhii$yapradipodyota, Maii}i1$ii,
Laghusabdendusekhara, Paribhii$endusekhara are a few to his credit.
While commenting upon Kaiyata's Mahiibhii$yapradipa, in his
Uddyota commentary he has refuted some points of Kaiyata's view
regarding the concept of time. However, Nagesa's view is considered
as against the Bhii$ya and the whole tradition. Sometimes, he is
considered as against the Bhii$ya and the whole tradition. Sometimes,
he is considered as an ardent supporter of yoga view of time.20 His
views on time are often criticised by the critics.
According to Nagesa also time is a substratum of action.21 Time,
such as, present etc. is directly understood from lat etc. The iisraya is
understood through secondary sense.22 La! etc. denote 'activity' and
'activity' denotes time.23 Nagesa says that these meanings, such as,
present etc. are the meanings of the substitutes of lakiiras. He further
argues - the Grammarians accept meaningfulness only for what is
20 Vide A Comparative Study of the Concepts of Space and Time in Indian Thought (p. 121);
also vide Sarrzskrta Vyiikarm;za Darsana, p. 214; also vide KSD. pp. 28-29.
21

Vide PLM. (DL.), p. 151: lafii sviidhikarm:zakiilopiidhis panda eva vartamiinal; praty-

iiyyate.

22 Vide PLM. (DL.), p. 151: tatra lii!ii saktyii vartamiinatvarrz, lak:fm:zayii ":frayatvarrz
bodhyata iti vise[fal; I la(ii sviidhikarm:zakiilopiidhis panda eva vartamiinal; pratyiiyyate.
23

Ibid., p. 150: tatra vyiipiiriidibodhakena la(ii vartamiinatvarrz vyiipiiriidiiv eva bodhyate.
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actually spoken and therefore, discuss the meaning of the substitutes
which are the actual verbal suffixes. 24 Pfu).ini gives meanings to fat
and so on for the convenience of description,25 he stated.
Nagesa has found fault with the definition of time provided by
Helaraja and later on by Kaiyata. According to that view time is a
major action by which other less-significant actions are measured.
Nagesa argues on the point that even a major action (prasiddhaparimii!Jiikriyii) is also measured by some other action and there arises
an anavasthii and hence he says: it is a faulty definition. He has
offered his own explanation about the nityatva, ekatva and vibhutva of
time differently.26 Nagesa criticises both the views: those who hold
time as nitya and those who hold it as anitya. 27 He offers his own
definition of time (Pradipa on Mbh. P. 2.2.5) as 'k~m:zadhiiriirilpa~
kiila~' which is against the Bha~ya28 and hence disputed by many
critics. But it is worth-noting here that even if Nagesa holds the view
of atomic stream (K~m;adhiiriirilpa) of time still he is aware that it is
one of the opinions regarding time.29

CHAPTER V: ISSUES RELATED TO THE
CONCEPTION OF TIME: A RESUME

In recent days, a dozen of issues are raised both in Indian. and Western
philosophical systems with regard to the concept of time. Some
common issues raised in almost all systems of philosophy with regard
24 Ibid., p. 138: yady api lakiiriil}iim eviirthanirllpalJarrz tiirkikai~ krtam, tathiipi 'ucciirita eva
sabdo 'rthapratyiiyako niinucciirita' iti bhii~yiil toke tathaiviinubhviic ca tad iide!;atiliiim artho
nirllpyate.
25 Ibid., p. 138: vartamiine Ia( ity iidi vidhiiyaka
iiddiirtharrz sthiininy iiropya pravrtti~.
26

Ia~

karmalJi iti saktigriihakasutriiTJiim

Vide Pradipa on Mbh. under P.II.2.5: nitya~ praviihanityatayii, eka~ samuharllpelJa vibhu~
vibhutviit I

~alJasya

27
Vide Pradipa on Mbh. under P.III.2.84: iidye pa~e ~alJopiidher nirvaktum asakyatvaml
uttaraddasarrzyogii 'vacchinnakriyeti cet tasyii vise~yavise$alJasambandharllpatve trayiil}iim api
sthiratviit ~alJavyavahiiraniyiimakatvii 'bhiiva~ I atiriktatve siddho 'tirikta~ ~al}apadiirtha iti tat
pracayair eva kaliimuhurttiidivyvahiiropapattau kim akhaTJ4ena tenal .. . anye tv iti mate 'py e~a
do$a asty eva I

28 vastutas tu ekatve tasya kiiryavaicitryaniyiimakatviinupapattir iti bhii$yoktala~aTJii
nupapatttyii ~aTJadhiiriirupa~ kiila iti yuktam. (foe. cit.)
29

~alJapa~e

tad dhiiriivicchedena tasyiinantatviid aparicchedyatvam iti bhiiva~. (foe. cit.)
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to the concept of time, are discussed here. My approach here is to
discuss them with modem comparative approach and while doing so, I
will try to analyse the problems with possible solutions from within
the framework of the Grammatical literature, if possible. I have also
taken into consideration some of the important points as special issues
raised, discussed and thus confined to Grammatical literature.
1. Common issues raised regarding time
(i) What is time?
(ii) Definition of the concept
(iii) How does it function?
(iv) Whether time is eternal
(v) Whether time is single and all-pervasive.
(vi) Whether time is perceptible
(vii) Time: a subjective or objective entity.
(viii) The relation between time and motion/activity.
(ix) Time and Space.
(x) The relation of time with the Ultimate.
(xi) Divisions of time.
(xii) Two levels of time: empirical and transcendental, a common
standpoint taken by almost all philosophers whether can be
envisaged.
As stated earlier, the notion of time for its multi-dimensional
nature, is visualized differently from different angles. Being a very
fundamental concept, it is not a study of any particular branch but
studied as an interdisciplinary concept and minute attempts are made
to ellucidate the very nature of it and yet it is a controvercial topic to
decide: what is time? Even most rational approach varies from time to
time, person to person. However, there are some fundamental answers
attempted. In Indian Grammatical tradition, two distinct views are
available. According to one view, it is a force or power behind the
creation, its continuation and destruction to which Bhartrhari calls a
power of Brahman. According to another view a series of activities are
called time.
It is said30 that most interesting concepts cannot be elucidated by
explicit definitions. Siddhiinta Kaumudf (under P.l.2.57) also records
30

Vide The Encyclopaedia ofBritanica (under Time), p. 126.
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that time is a wellknown concept; it does not require any definition.
However, Pataiijali and Bhaitfhari, both have provided the definition
of time in their own way. According to Pataiijali, time is that by which
growth and decay of material objects ·are perceived. But, it is a
ta{asthala/qa7Ja of time in contrast to Svaropala/qa7Ja which is
considered as more required or desired defmition. Bhartrhari provides
an etymological definition of time as: it is called kala since it drives
(kiilayati) the beings.31
In the 3rd chapter of the present dissertation, it is stated that
according to Bhartrhari time functions with its two powers (saktis)
called pratibandha and abhyanujfiii of which former prohibits and the
latter permits a thing to appear.32 Again, three powers of time are
admitted of which future and past are of covering or concealing and
present is of opening nature and permits a thing to appear.33 Thus,
time like a puppet master or a string-puller plays with the universe by
which things automatically get order.
The question has been asked whether time is an eternal (nitya) or
non-eternal (anitya) thing. According to the Grammatical school, it is
an eternal. thing. 34 It is neither created nor comes to an end and
Helaraja says - even this is earlier than the existence of the
Universe. 35 It is continuum, circular and hence never ends.
In the whole range of Grammatical literature the singularity of
time is emphasized. Though time is single, it appears as many due to
differences in activities. This is a mere superimposition of multiplicity
on time, otherwise time is one. 36 Among the Grammarians, Nagesa
does not agree with the singularity of time. However, he admits its
singularity from the angle of collective entirity of atomic moments.
About its all-pervasiveness, it is said that time is an all-pervasive
thing.37
There is no unanimity among the different philosophical systems
over the issue whether time is a perceptible entity or not. Pataiijali has
31

VP.III.9 .14.

32

Ibid., Ill.9.4-5.

33

Ibid., III.9.48-50.

34
35
36

Vide Mbh. on P.IV.2.3: nityae hi kiilanalcyetre I
Vide PR. on VP.III.9.62: tatra ca kiilabhedo jagatsr:f!er iidyal} I

Vide VP.III.9.6-8; also vide PR. on Ibid. III.9.31: tad ayam eko 'py anu~!hiitrbhediid
vibhiigam iisiidayati kiilal} I

37

Ibid., III.9.14.
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stated that it is known through inference. 38 Bhartrhari also agrees
upon this phoint. Moreover, Bhartrhari provides the reason for which
it is to be accepted as inferential. According to him, it is a common
linking factor between activities. How can an exact discrimination be
possible between two ending activities, which are inherent in separate
objects, if there is not a single linking factor?39 Thus, time is
inferential. However, Kaiyata has clarified the point that even if it is
inferential for others, for Yogins a perceptible thing.40 According to
Nagesa, it can be known by sense organs.41
The issue whether time is a subjective or objective element is
found more vibrant in the Western and in Buddhist literature. Indian
Grammarians are not concerned more about this aspect of discussion.
However, the issue has been raised in VP.III. 9.58 and discussed.
Helaraja has clearly pointed out that it is not the concern of Grammar
whether time may be something having an existence in the mind or
outside the mind. Further, he says: We are more concerned with the
notion of time which is the basis of the tense distinctions in Sanskrit
language as the verbs: abhut, asti, bhavi$yati etc. 42
There are two distinct views found in the grammatical tradition
regarding the relationship of time and motion. One admits a cause and
effect relationship between time and motion and according to other,
the cause i.e., kala is subsumed under effect i.e., kriyii itself. Thus,
two distinct views are found in the tradition.
Those who hold the first view, according them, time is an eternal
thing and it functions with its powers. It is the cause of the creation,
continuation and destruction. It measures action. Some others say that
time is nothing but the well-known activities of Sun etc. which
measures the other activities.
Bhartrhari seems to be a believer in the former view whereas
post-Bhartrhari grammatical school has been influenced by the latter
thought. However, there are references in the Viikyapadfya supporting
both the views. Some views are quoted below:
38 Vide Mbh. on P.Ill.2.123: suk~mo hi bhiivo 'numitena gamya~; also vide Uddyota under
Mbh. on P.Il.2.5: padiirthiiniin anyathiisiddhavrddhyope~ayiinumeya~ kiila iti bhii~yiisaya~ I
39
40

VP.III.9.27.

Pradfpa on Mbh. on P.III.2.123: yogina~ ye bhiivaniivasena trfn api kiiliin yogipratyapa~e!Ja vidanti I

41
42

Vide

LaghumahU~ii: ~a!Jasamuharupas

ca ~adindriyavedya~ I

Vide PR. on VP.III.9.58: niismiibhir darsanaviveka~ priirabdha~. kintu siibde vyavahiire
yad angam tat parfk~yaml asti ca bhinnakiila~ siibdo vyavahiiro 'bhud asti bhavi~yatiti I
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1) Kriyabhedaya kiilastu (VP.II1.9.2)
2) Kala eva hi visvatma vyapara iti kathyate (VP.III.9.12)
3) Kaladevaf!1 kriyagati/:t (VP.III.9.28)
The first reference indicates kala as a differentiator of action. The
second reference says that kala is nothing but vyapara 'activities'. The

third view shows the relationship between time and action i.e., time is
the measure of action. In all the above, an important enquiry is
whether time is a separate entity other than action or not.
In actuality, they are two different concepts. In the VP., their
relationship is clear and the reason for which they are sometimes
identified with each other is also clearly stated. Both of these are two
powers of Sabdabrahman, stated by Bhartrhari. One way, time is a
substratum of action and it measures action. Again, the difference
between these two is that action is responsible in bringing about the
menifestation of the Universe and time is responsible in bringing
about the menifestation in a particular order. 43 The sequence is the
essential property of time.44 Thus, action and time are fundamentally
two different concepts but sometimes used as one for the empirical
usages. This status is also made clear by HeHiraja. Actually, in
commonsense, we know the difference between these two. The cause
and effect relationship accepted in case of time and action are not
properly followed by some and they don't accept the effect as separate
entity than cause. This is made clear by Helaraja.45 Thus, these are
separate things like tantu 'thread' and pa{a 'cloth'. Bhartrhari has
accepted a separate power called samavaya which gives answer to this
problem.46
In the Western philosophy the two concepts viz. time and space
are always closely associated so much so that the whole universe is
believed to be a space-time continuum. In Indian philosophical
systems also these two concepts come side by side.
In Indian Grammatical tradition these two are considered as the
two powers of Sabdabrahman. The context of their usage is
beautifully stated as: the priority or posteriority of a region is based on
the assumption of Direction whereas 'earlier' and 'later' amounts to
43 Vide PR. on VP.III.9.27: iha kriyii tiivad aneka/cya~Jasamiihiiriitmikii yugapat /cya~Jiiniim
abhiiviit sakrameti kiilasaktyanugrhitaiva I
44
45
46

Vide PR. on Ibid.: sarva~ kramo hi kiiladharma~ I
Ibid. on VP.III.9.18: tathii ca kecit kiira~Javyatirikta7{1 kiirya7{1 necchantil ... iva sabda~ I

Among the western philosophers, Aristotle defines Time as the measure of motion or
change which can be compared with the view of Grammarians.
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sequence is an effect of time-power.47 Further, it is stated that the
conception or assumption of space and time is as established as that of
consciousness. It is the very nature of Beings that they understand
time and space since all experiences take place in time and space.48
Again, in space measurement, Di${i, Vitasti etc. are found with regard
to length; prastha, droJ!a etc. are found with regard to weight but time
measurement is with reference to action.49 Thus, activities are divided
with reference to time and material forms, with reference to space. so
Among them, space resides in time so one is adhara and another is
adheya i.e., time being the substratum (adhara) of Space. 51
According to Indian Grammarians, Sabdabrahman is the
Ultimate Reality. There are four important powers of Sabdabrahman
among which time is held to be the independent and chief of all
powers because it is represented as holding the control52 over them
and they function according to its direction.s3 Bhartrhari clarifies the
relation of Brahman and its powers in his Vakyapadfya (Brahmaka1'}(ia,
K.2). Though, Brahman is one, it appears as many due to multiplicity
of its powers. According to him, Brahman possesses unlimited powers
and is not different from them. 54 Thus, according to Bhartrhari a
power is that which renders some service or action. It is not visible.

47
48
49
so
51
52

Vide VP.III.6.4.
Ibid., III.6.18.
Ibid., III.9.2.
Ibid., III.7.153: kiiliit kriyii vibhajyante iikiisiit sarvamurtaya/J I

Vide Mbh.: kiilo hi jagadiidhiiral] I

Subramania Iyer translates the word kartrsakti as creative power with which Peri
Sarveswar Sharma does not agree. According to Sharma time is not only a creative power but also
destructive. (vide Sharma's article 'The Idea of Power (sakti) in Viikyapadlya' .)

53 Vide Pu!)yaraja's commentary on VP.I.3: kiiliikhye!Ja sviitantrye!Ja sarvii/J paratantrii
janmavatyalJ saktayalJ samiivi~!ii/J kiilasaktivrttim anupatantil tatas ca pratibhiivaJ?l
vaisvarilpyasya pratibandhiibhyanujiiiibhyiif!l saktyavacchedena kramaviininiibhiisopagamo
lak~yate/
sarve~iif!l
hi vikiirii!Jiif!l kiiraJJiintare~v ape~iivatiif!l pratibaddhajanmaniim
abhyanujiiayii sahakiirikiiraiJGJ?l kiilalJ I
54 Peri Sarveswar Sharma in his article 'The idea of Power (sakti) in Vak:yapadiya', points out
that the relation between the powers and the Brahman is that of Rahu and its head (riiholJ sira/J).
But, the question is whether the Brahman is a bundle of powers only? In such a case only, the
comparision will be a valid one. Abhinavagupta in his Bodhapancadasikii defines the relation in
the following K.:
sakfis Ca saktimadrnpiid vytirekaf!l na ViiJ?lChafi/
tiidiitmyamanayor nityaJ?l vahnidiihikayor iva//
This seems a better comparison.
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Behind each and every action there is some power without which no
action is possible. 55
It is already stated56 that although time is SINGLE, it becomes
many due to its various powers. Through them it sports with being
causing their creation, existence and destruction. However, with
regard to the time-divisions expressed by the verbs, Indian
Grammarians have conceived mainly three divisions called past,
present and future. This three fold division called past, present and
future is based on the distinctions of the activities. Thus, a systematic
picture of the three-fold division according to Grammarians is given
below:
past (bhutakalal;): Utpannadhvasta yada kriya bhavanti tada
tadupadhikalo bhuta iti vyapadisyate 'When the activities are
created and later on destroyed, then having these activities as
their superimposition, is designated as past time.' 57
present (vartamanakalal; ): prarabdhaparisamaptakriyopadhistu
vartamanasaf!ljfial; 'Time having begun and not completed
(activity as its superimposition) is called present time. 58
future (bhavi~yatkalal;): yada tu sannihitasadhanal; sambhavyamanodaya}; kriya}; tada tadupadhikalo bhavi~yattaf!l pratipadyate 'when activities have their means nearby and when
their emergence is expected, then time, having these activities
as its superimposition, becomes future time.59
Above mentioned three-fold division of time is again based on
today and non-today difference. However, apart from these wellknown divisions of time, the other kinds of divisions are traced in the
calander time, such as, masa, rtu, saf!Zvatsara etc. which of course,
again, can be very well brought under these three. Time is also
divided according to different units, such as, ~alJa, lava etc.
The three-fold character of time which is based on the today and
non-today division, again, is divided into eleven varieties or division
found used in Sanskrit language. This division is already discussed in
the third chapter.
55 Vide VP.III.6.6: saktayal} khalu bhiiviiniim upakiiraprabhiivitiil}; Bergson, a western
philosopher, also holds the view that time is a force- a force that creates and transforms. (see
Bhattacharjee, 'Space Time and Brahma', p. 71.)
56
57
58
59

Vide under Bhartrhari 's Conception of Time (Ch.III).
Vide Peri Sarveswar Sharma's tr. of PR. under VP.III.9.37.
Ibid.

Ibid.
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However, these divisions are always as per the usages meant for
easy communication in language; otherwise time has no actual
divisions. 60 This is always maintained in the Grammatical tradition.
There is a very common stand-point we find in almost every
school of philosophy regarding the acceptability of two levels of timeempirical and transcendental. The Nyaya-Vaise~ika system maintains
the two levels of time i.e., Mahiikala and khm:uJakala. 61 Similarly in
Bhiigavata-Puriif!a time is of two types: sthftlal; and si1~ma1J.62
Sutasarrzhitii talks of two levels of time i.e., Paramal; and
aparamal;. 63 Jainas also maintain the two levels though they use
different terminologies i.e., niscayakalal; and vyavahiirakalal;. 64 In
the grammatical tradition these two levels are also maintained. These
two levels of time are named as nityal; and bhedari1pal;, 65 sometimes
in other words as ekal; and vibhaktal; and in other times
kiilasiimiinyal; and kiilavise$a/J refering to eternal and empirical time
respectively.
2. Special Issues
Following special issues considered here are:
i) Problem of commentaries and whether vrtti and Mahiibhii$yadipikii contribute anything to understand the concept.
ii) How far Bhartrhari agrees with the ideas he has quoted.
iii) Whether time is a conceptual or physical entity according to
Grammarians (particularly to Bhartfhari)
iv) Language and Reality (or Pada-padiirtha relationship).
v) Levels of language and time.
vi) Time in language.
vii) Whether a historical development of the concept of time can
be traced out in the Grammatical tradition.

60
Vide PR. on VP.III.9.38: tad ete siistrakiiryapravibhiigiirthaTfl kiilasya bhedii}J kalpitii}J, na
tv asiiviyat sal'flkhya~ I
61
Vide Nyiiyaratniivali: vastutas tu mahiikiile miiniibhiiva}J, idiinim idam ity iidibuddher
janyamiitrarupakhm:uJakiilavi$ayatvam eva I
62

63
64
65

Vide Srimadbhiigavatam III.11.3:
evaTfl kiilo 'py anumita~ sauk0mye sthaulye ca sattama~ I
saTflsthiinabhuktyii bhagaviinavyakto vyaktabhug vibhu~ II
Vide KSD., p. 79.
Ibid., p. 103.

Vide PR. on VP.III.9.3l: tad ayam eko 'py anu${hiitrbhediid vibhiigam iisiidayati kiila~ I
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Some of the problems and issues already discussed at the end of
the third chapter and some other fundamental issues related to the
concept of time are discussed hereafter.
It is really difficult to understand why on a text like Viikyapadiya,
written before 7th century, very few commentaries are available. In
third kii!J4a, no other commentary than Helaraja's Prakiisa, is
available today. Perhaps the reason seems like this that since there are
two main streams of thought prevailing in India viz. Vedic
( Vaidikaviciirasara!Ji) and non-vedic (avaidikaviciirasara!Ji) and
because Bhartrhari has accepted the views of many other non-vedic
source of knowledge, many just hesitated to comment upon it (on
Viikyapadiya). Another reason seems to be that Viikyapadiya is
difficult to understand in its essence because of its multi-dimensional
approach.
Moreover, whatever old commentaries are there like that of
Helaraja's Prakiisa, they are difficult to understand and sometimes as
difficult as the basic text is. At the same time these commentaries,
particularly, Helaraja's Prakiisa has thrown much light on the
understanding of the Viikyapadiya. Many a times we have to depend
on the commentary, particularly where the basic text is not clear. Here,
the question is whether we can depend on such commentary or in
other words whether Helaraja's Prakiisa is a dependable commentary.
It is difficult to believe, because the gap between Bhartrhari and
Helaraja was not less than five hundred years. In the meanwhile
Viikyapadiya fell in the hands of many other schools like Buddhists,
as the historians and scholars like R.C. Majumdar and H. Coward
believed it to be. 66 In this circumstance the way out is whether we can
prove his own ideas and get clear picture of his theories by
contemplating more and more on the interlinking ideas found in the
Viikyapadiya and elsewhere in his other texts.
A doubt is raised67 now-a-days by some scholars regarding the
authorship of the Vrtti which is traditionally attributed to Bhartrhari.
The Vrtti has thrown some light on the concerned aspect of study. 68 A
fragment of Mahiibhiifjyadipikii is available today. It is a great
commentary on the Mahiibhiifjya of Patafijali, the first reference to
66
67

Vide Coward, Bhartrhari, p.31; also vide his note no.l.

A reference to such is already noted by Abhyankar and Limaye in the introduction to
Viikyapadiya ofBhartrhari, p. x (under commentaries on VP.).

68

Vide Vrtti under VP.l.3.
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which is available in Kaiyata's Pradfpa commentary. Kaiyata writes
in the beginning of his commentary:
bha$yabdhil; kvatigambhiral; kvahaf!l mandamatis tatal; I
chatra7Jam upahasyatvaf?1 yasyami pisunatmanam II 6 II
tathapi haribaddhena sare7Ja granthasetuna I
kramama7Ja sanail; paraf!l tasya praptasmi panguvat II 76 II
It gives the idea that this commentary by Bhartrhari was fully

accessible to Kaiyta as scholars like K.V. Abhyankar and V.P. Limaye
have concluded it.69 However, it does not necessarily imply whether
the commentary was fully available to him or not; Nevertheless, a
single Ms. containing some parts of the commentary preserved in the
Berlin library, now published from B.O.RJJO Pune, has not brought
any significant qualitative or quantitave development on the aspect of
study on time.
Much would have been expected, so far the particular aspect of
this study is concerned, from a commentary like sabdaprabha, the
references to which are available at HeHiraja's Prakasa71 but is
unfortunately lost to us. Again, however, the problem is the
commentary was by Helaraja and obviously not from the respectable
Bhartrhari. Thus, the above problems are posed here regarding the
commentaries.
In the Vakyapadiya, Bhartrhari has referred to many ideas of
different schools. The question here is - how far Bhartrhari agrees
with such views. It seems, as Subramania Iyer and others hold the
view 72 that Bhartrhari has brought those views to explain some of his
own points which he wants to emphasize. Again, it seems he has not
contradicted such views of others. Perhaps, Bhartrhari could see
relevancy of those views in the context of his discussions. Another
reason seems to be that during the period of Bhartrhari, some of the
ideas he has quoted were not strictly identified as the thought of a
particular school. That is the reason why sometimes, he mentions
those views of others by the term eke, apare etc. and sometimes not.
69

Vide Abhyankar & Limaye, Viikyapadiya ofBhartrhari, Intr., p. IX.

70

Vide the list of the publications of B.O.R.I.

71
Vide PR. on VP.III.9.62: ... iti krtanin:tayaf!l sabdaprabhiiyiim asmiibhis tata eva
avagamaniyam; also vide Ibid. on VP.III.1.3: athyiihita ... I janmiidyo ... yonaya}J II ity atra
sabdaprabhiiyiif[l nirl}ltO 'yam artha}J I
72

Vide lyer, Bhartrhari, p. 403, lines 16-19.
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In such cases, where Bhartfhari does not provide any clue to

understand the views of others, Helaraja identifies them. Perhaps, by
the time of Helaraja the areas and branches of different thought
channels were more specifically distinguished. However, even if
Bhartfhari has quoted the views of others and not contradicted, it does
not necessarily mean that he has supported the views of others in all
the cases. For example, in the kalasamuddesa, he has refuted the
views of Madhyamika Buddhists on time.73
In Bhartrhari's metaphysics of Sabdiidvaita philosophy, time
functions in the realm of sabda. It is not an entity which can be said to
be existing outside the domain of sabda. Thus, it is related to internal
process of sabda. But, since according to Bhartfhari, all the outside
realities are related to internal realities and viceversa, thus (we can
say) time as a power of Sabdabrahman also related to external or
physical time. But, there is a controversy regarding the very basic
presupposition of Bhartfhari' s metaphysics.
It was a long time debatable issue whether the relation of
language and meaning is constitutional and natural or conventional
and accidental. The latter alternative is the conclusion of the
Naiyayikas whereas Mimfu!Isakas and Grammarians endorse the
former theory viz. that language and thought, though not ontologically
identical, are logically inseparable.74
Cognitions are usually classified into two-determinate (savikalpaka) and indeterminate (nirvikalpaka). Of these two types of
perception, the Buddhists regard the indeterminate one as alone valid
and Mimfu!Isakas and Naiyayikas uphold the validity of both. The
Grammarians differ from both the views. According to them, it is the
determinate perception that is the only possible type of perceptual
cognition. They have denied the validity of indeterminate perception
since it is not at all conceivable, they argue. According to them,
nothing can be conceived without the awareness of its 'nomenclature'
that is associated with it. Thus, every act of our knowledge is
relational, its content being invariably determined by a name. If the
name is extracted from the form of cognition, it ceases to be a

73
74

Vide VP.III.9.85-88.

Vide Bishnupada Bhattacharya's preface to his book A Study in Language and Meaning,
Calcutta (Reprint), 1984.
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cognition as it lacks illumination per se and consequently is as much
inert as ajar made of clayJS
Thus, according to Bhartrhari, all the cognition is necessarily
being identified with language. There is no cognition in the world
which does not involve language. The external world and internal
world have one to one correspondence with each other.76 This the·
very basic presupposition on which Bhartrhari's whole metaphysics
advances further.
According to Bhartrhari, there are three levels of language
through which Sabda passes from speaker to listener. Sabda is internal.
It is externalized for the purpose of communication. In case of speaker
the order of communication is descending whereas in case of hearer it
is ascending. Thus, the three levels of language are: Pasyantf,
Madhyamii and Vaikharf through which any idea is communicated
and received. A process of communication between a speaker and a
listener is presented in a diagram below:

Pasyanti

Process
involved
in the case
of a speaker

Pa8yanti

~

t
t

Madhyamii

Madhyamii

~
Vaikhari

Process
involved
in the case
of a listener

Vaikhari

;

I
Diagram 8

For Bhartrhari, the highest ontological level is Brahman as
'Sabdatattva'. It is called Pasyantf which is the innermost stage and
direct experience of sphota. At this stage there is no distinction

75

Ibid., p. 17-18.

76
Vide KSD., p. 71 (fn.): sii ca sr:Jtir dvedhii -- arthamayi sabdamayi ceti I ·'· sii ca
dvividhiipi sr:Jti~ samiinakiilotpattikii samiinakiiliibhivrddhisalini ca. yathii bijiid mikuratacchiiye I
tatra cchiiyiidarsane vr~iinumitir anubhavasiddhii I sa ca cchiiyiiyiirrz vr~asamiiniikiiratvarrz
vr~iiviniibhiivarrz ca vinii 'nupapanneti tad dvayam api kalpyam" (a view quoted from
Varivasyiirahasyaprakiisa (II.67-68) of Bhaskararaya. The above simile of Varivasyiirahasyaprakiisa can be considered as helpful to understand Bharq-hari' s presupposition in a better manner.
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between the word and meaning and there is no temporal sequence in it.
Although, time is inherent in this stage, no sequence has yet occured
and it is pure potentiality.
The next ontological level, in descending order, is that of
madhyamii. At this level, kala begins to push or drive delimited
portions of Brahman into sequence. This is accomplished with the
help of Priil}a or breath. In our experience of language this
corresponds to the separation of the unitary sphota into mental
sequence of thoughts. All the parts of speech that are linguistically
relevant to the sentence are present here in a latent form.
The third level, in descending order is vaikhari which is the
external and differentiated level and in which viik is commonly uttered
by the speaker and heard by the listener. Here speech is fully
sequential through different sounds produced by different places of
articulation.
Bhartrhari's conception of time as summed up by HeHiraja in the
kiilasamudde.Sa 77 also reflects the idea of above process of the
function of language.
Apart from the above mentioned three levels of language,
another level is identified in some saiva texts78 believed to be still
higher than Pasyanti. Nagesa also admits that level and accepts four
levels of language. 79 The believer of these four levels of language
take the support of the vedic hymn:
"catviiri srngii trayo asya piidii dve Sir!fe saptahastiiso asya I
tridha baddho vr!fabho roraviti maho devo martyii iivivesa II

However, Bhartrhari includes the three levels of speech. Whether
he could have speculated the fourth one is a matter of enquiry.
So far the three levels of language are concerned, we can say that
soul, mind and body are involved in the process of Pasyanti,
Madhyamii and Vaikhari respectively. Here the process is from subtle
to gross in case of speaker and in case of hearer it is opposite. The
idea of seed and tree also can be traced in this process.

77
78
79

Vide PR. on VP.III.9.62.
Vide Shukla, Suryanarayana (ed.), Viikyapadiyam (Brahmakiil;rjam), intr., pp. 16-17.
VidePLM.
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While speaking on the levels of language, even if we extend the
ideas to language in general, still we have a particular language in our
mind viz. Sanskrit language to which references are made.
In Sanskrit language we can realize the sense of time in several
categories of sentences. Here, different sentences are chosen as
sample sentences through which time sense can be realized
differently.
The following sentences are selected for the discussion:
i) riimal:z griimaf!l gacchati. (Rama goes to the village.)
ii) he riima; atriigaccha. (0! Rama, come here.)
iii) ete grham gatii/:l. (These people have gone to their house.)
iv) bhavatii ya${avyam. (You have to perform yiiga in its proper
time.)
v) bhaviin yajatiim. (Do perform the yiiga in its proper time.)
vi) miisam aste. (He stays for a whole month.)
vii) miisajiita/:l. (Born a month ego.)
viii) vasan dadarsa. (Living there he saw.)
ix) gaccati sma I purii asti. (He was going. I There was.)
x) bhuto ghata/:l I bhutii sattii. (The jar is past. I The existence
existed.)
xi) satvaraf!Z grham iigaccha I ciraf!Z jivatu. (Come quickly to home.
I Wish you long live.)
xii) kiilo madhu. (This is the spring time.)
The first category of sentences belong to that category where
tense system operates. This is already discussed in the second chapter
and several other occasions. A diagram is drawn80 showing how
Grammarians' notion of time is emphasized in a sentence like this.
In the second category of sentences the emphasis is laid upon the
length of time required to pronounce a pluta 'protracted' sound.
Similarly, it can be realized in case of long (dirgha) and short (hrasva)
vowels too. The time required to pronounce a phoneme is called
miitrii.Bl The short the long and the protracted vowels require one,
two and three miitriis respectively. 82 There is also a half short vowel
which requires ardhamiitrii. These different measurements of different
phonemes are compared with the activities of different phenomena in
80

Diagram No. 1.

81

Vide A Dictionary of Sanskrit Grammar by K.V. Abhyankar, p. 306.

82

Vide SK. under P.I.2.27; also vide PiiJJiniyasik~ii, 49.
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the nature, such as, an ardhamiitrii which is the measure of a half
short vowel's time, is equal to the throbing of the eye or flash of
lightning, or a note of a wood-cock,83 a short vowel's time is equal
with the timing required for chirping of a sparrow, a long vowel's
time is equal with the time required for a crow (sound) of a crow, and
a protracted vowel's time is equal with the timing of a scream of a
peacock.84
These short, long and protracted vowels do not really differ from
one another in time, but temporal distinctions in the suggestive
elements are attributed to them, just as there is no distinction based on
time between the two cognitions which find expression in the words:
k:jipram idarrz krtam, ciram idarrz krtam, = 'this was done quickly',
'this was done slowly'85 etc. Actually, they differ in objects only and
not in themselves.86 This is the accepted view in Grammar. But, as
against this a problem is raised. But it is said that when a short vowel
is repeated, there is only a little flow of water from water-clock87 and
when a long vowel is repeated, there is more flow of water. How
would we account this if there is more flow of water and when a
protracted vowel is repeated, there is still more flow of water. How
would we account this if there is no real distinction of time between
these three?88 To this Bhartrhari answers: The essence of sound,
though undivided by time and not increased by nature, is increased
due to the increase of the causes of its manifestation. 89 Helaraja
supports it by supplying the gist of the kiirikii: Vp. 1.85. He also says
that the manifesting sounds are not the true nature of the eternal sound
(sphota). The manifested word appears in the intellect together with
the last manifesting sound.90 Thus, the real essence of word (sphota)
remains SINGLE, uneffected by manifested sounds (Vyaiijakavan;as)
The above explanation is extended in case of word (pada),
sentence (viikya) etc. It is said that the essence of the true nature of
83
84
85
86
87

Vide Paribhaii$endusekhara ofNagoji, PBh. 132.
Vide Pii1Jinfyasik$ii, 49.
Vide VP.III.9.63-64.
Vide PR. on Ibid.

This is one of the ancient devices to measure time (already referred to it in earlier
discussions).
88

Vide VP.III.9.64.

89
90

Vide Ibid.III.9.65.

Vide PR. on Ibid.: antyena dhvanina saha buddhau sabdo 'vabhiisate ity uktam; here
HeHiraja refers to the discussion already had taken place under VP.I.85.
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sound which is otherwise called sphota remains unchanged
everywhere in the sphere of words and sentences and looks only as if
were different due to the variation of the manifested sounds.91 Hence,
according to Bhartrari, the essence of word 'sphota' remains 'one' in
case of a short, a long and a protracted vowel. Thus, the singularity of
the idea of Sabdabrahman is not effected. The plurality is a mere
appearence in case of words due to the power of time (which effects
manifesting sounds expressing them in sequence).
In the third category of sentences, the underlined words are the
nouns derived from root or otherwise called krdantas. The Jcrdantas
are the words ending with krt suffixes. Among the lqt suffixes there
are certain suffixes which give the sense of something done in the past
time, some give the idea of an activity in present time and some others
give the idea of time in future. The suffixes which express the sense of
past time are - kta, ktavatu, ktvii etc., the suffixes which give the sense
of present time are - satr, sanae etc. and the suffixes which give the
sense of future time are - l}ini, tumun, lJ.VUl etc. Thus different krdanta
suffixes indicate the three different timings viz. past, present and
future. In the quoted examples, all the three Jcrdanta suffixes indicate
past. A glimse of the subject matter is already discussed in the second
chapter.92
In the fourth category of sentences, such as, bhavatii ya$tavyam,
the word 'ya$tavyam' also gives the idea of time according to
'Prai$iitisargapriiptakiile$U Jcrtyiis ca' (P.3.3.163). The suffix tavya
gives the idea of 'proper time' apart from its usual meaning.
In the fifth category of sentences, such as, 'bhaviin yajatiim' the
lot is also used in the sense of 'in proper time '93 as an additional
meaning to its usual meanings. Thereby the meaning is - 'you should
perform sacrifice in proper time'.
In the sixth category of sentences, the period of time becomes the
grammatical object of a verb. In the sentences like 'miisam iiste',
'godoham iiste' = 'he stays, covering one month', 'he stays covering
the period of the milking of a cow', respectively. This type of usage is
permitted according to the viirttika: 'akarmakadhiitubhir yoge des a~

91
92
93

VP.III.9.66.
Under Diagram No. 2.
According to P.III.3.163.
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kalo bhavo gantavyo 'dhva ca karmasmpjfiaka iti vacyam'. 94
Bhartrhari also gives senction to this type of usage in VP.III.7.67.
In the seventh category of sentences, such as, 'masajata~' the
relation between time and objects as measurer and measured is clear.
Words denoting time, such as, masa etc. are compounded with words
denoting the object whose duration is measured by the time.9S Thus,
the sentences, such as, masajata~, 'a month-old', saf!1vatsarajata~ 'a
year old', dvyahajata~ 'two days old' etc. are formed.
In the eighth category, a typical syntactical agreement is found
between the two words expressing two different times. In the sentence
'vasan dadarsa' the word 'vasan' expresses present time whereas
'dadarsa' gives the idea of past and still there is a syntactical
agreement between the two and the whole sentence gives the idea of
past since dadarsa is considered as the chief expressive of time
(mukhya-kriyakala). This is already discussed in the second chapter
(Pg.42-43)
In the ninth category, time sense is expressed through different
terms, such as, sma, pura etc. which give the idea of past time. In
association with such terms the verbal forms, such as, gacchati, asti
etc. which are in present, give the idea of past, in a whole sentence.
In case of tenth category, the activity called existence which is
denoted by the verbal root 'bhu' is made known to have become past
through the affix 'kta'. This category of sentence is different from the
category illustrated in the third place, in the sense that in this case
(bhuto ghata~ etc.) the existence is inherently connected with the pot;
but there is no direct relation between a substance and time.96 In the
second illustrated sentence (bhuta satta), the satta expressed by the
root is in the form of action and satta expressed by the word satta is in
the form of substance. Thus, the pastness of the latter is understood
through the pastness of the former. Hence, there is no inconsistency of
the understanding of time element in case of these complex sentences.
In the eleventh category, the time expressives are independent of
grammatical analysis and they express the idea of different units of
time, relative terms of time etc.

94
The vt. is found in the SK. under P.I.4.51. In the critical study of Mbh., it is not studdied as
a vt. but a line is found as kiilabhiiviidhyvagantavyii/:z karmasmpjnii hy akarmm;iim I
95

According to P.II.2.5.

96

Vide VP.Ill.9.79.
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Finally, in the last category, time expressions, such as, kalaJ:t,
samayal:z etc. in a sentence,. help to determine the meaning from
different polysymic words. For example, in the given example, the
word madhu is understood in the sense of 'spring' since it is used in
the context of kala. The reference to this type of usages is found in the
VP. 2.314-316 and famous in the poetics as one of the determining
factors of deciding the meaning from a word, mentioned in
'sarrzyogiidayal:z'. It is already discussed in the 3rd chapter under 2.4.6.
Apart from the above illustrations, there are some other
illustrations where time sense is realized through the relating speed of
the speech of different speakers, such as, druta, madhya and lambita.
This comes closer to time realization through hrasva, dzrgha etc. but
in a different level.
In the above, we have discussed how time is realized through the
different usages of the language. Now, one important aspect of
discussion remained to be seen whether a historical development of
the concept of time can be traced out in the works of Pfu:linian
tradition.
It is really difficult to trace out a historical development of the
concept in a line. In the A${iidhyiiyf, the philosophical aspect of time is
avoided and only grammatical aspect of time is dealt in. As a result,
we find different usages of Tenses expressing three divisions of time.
Patafijali, on his way of usual discussion raised a question (under P.
2.2.5) 'what is time?', and provides a definition of time which is
already discussed in the 2nd chapter. Patafijali's conception of time as
it seems refers to kala as a substance in the way Vaise~ikas and
Naiyayikas have believed it to be. Coming to Bhartrhari, we find
references to different opinions about time. However, for Bhartrhari,
time is a power (sakti) which functions in the realm of sabda. The
later Grammatical school has included kiila under the concept of kriyii.
Again, Nagesa's view is slightly different from others. Considering
the above factors, we can say that there are apparently divergent
opinions found in the tradition itself regarding time. But, however, we
find a holistic approach in the Viikyapadzya regarding the concept.
The kiirikii under VP 3. 7.84 refers to different conceptions of time as:

apurvam kiilasaktirrz vii kriyiirrz vii kiilameva vii I
tam eva lak.~m:zarrz bhiivarrz kecid iihu/:l kathaficana II
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"Others maintain somehow or other that it is apurva (a new
factor) or the power of Time or action or Time itself which is
such a factor".
In the tradition, two different approaches viz. grammatical and
philosophical or rather metaphysical, are clear. Since the concept has a
wider scope of analysis from different grounds, it has been considered
differently. Here, we cannot say that they are different contradicting
views. These views can exist simultaneously and Bhartrhari has
provided ground for holding such views. Thus, historically we find
different approaches towards the concept putting emphasis on
grammatical or metaphysical aspect of time. Kala, as a substance also
seems acceptable to Grammarians. However, these different aspects
can be considered as not mutually contradictory among themselves
and thus a holistic approach can be traced out. Bhartrhari rightly
remarks:
prajiiii vivekaf!'llabhate bhinnair iigamadarsanail:z I
kiyad vii sakyam unnetuf!'l svatarkamanudhiivatii II VP.II.486.
bhinnaf!'l darsanam iisritya vyavahiiro 'nugamyate I
tatra yan mukhyam eke$iif!'l tatriinye$iif!'l viparyayal:z II VP.I.14.
caitanyavat sthitii loke dikkalaparikalpanii I
prakrtif!'l priil}iniif!'l tiif!'l hi ko 'nyathii sthiipayi$yati II VP.III.6.18.

CHAPTER VI: CONCLUSION

In the last chapter of the present dissertation, the discussion on time
according to relevant issues are already summarized. Therefore, here
the results attained therein and few remarks on such a study are
summed up as follows.
1. In the grammatical tradition apparently, divergent views regarding
time are found. There are two distinct angles from which the
concept of time is dealt with. One view is that time is an
independent power of Sabdabrahman and the other is time is
nothing but kriyii itself. Further, the two levels of time generally
accepted in different school of thought also can very well be traced
in the grammatical tradition itself. The nityakiilapak$a and
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anityakriyiirupakiilapalcya found in the tradition represent the two
commonly accepted levels viz., transcendental and empirical. The
views of grammarians on the concepts of kriyii and kiila show close
affinity with the ideas of Bergson, the famous western philosopher.
2. Pal).ini has not defined time but he has discussed all the relevant
points related to time aspect of study. Following usage he has
divided time into three div~sions, viz., bhuta, bhavi~yat and
vartamiina which are further subdivided on the basis of adyatana
and anadyatana and different lakiiras are employed to them. The
interchanging of different lakiiras in changing situations, reminds us
of the indivisibility aspect of time reflected in the world Literature.
Pal).ini's analysis also clearly implies that time is a substratum of
action and also a more fundamental concept than space. It is also a
measure of activity according to him.
Patafijali's definition of time shows that time is a substance and
objective reality. The ancient views quoted by Patafijali in the
context of present time hold a close similarity with the views of
Permenides, the famous classical western philosopher.
According to Bhartrhari, time is an independent power of
Sabbarahman which functions with its two powers, namely,
abhyanujiiii and pratibandha. There are some other minor powers of
time acceptable to him, namely, krama,jarii etc. The three divisions
of time viz. bhuta, bhavi~yat and vartamiina are accepted as three
powers of time according to him. Bhartrhari has also accepted
another power called samaviiya.
The opinion of critics that the two powers of time viz.
pratibandha and abhyannjiiii are Bhartrhari's contribution is
doubtful as indicated by Helaraja in his introduction to VP. 111.9.56.
Further, it is also commented that if abhyannjiiii and pratibandha
are accepted then they serve the purpose of the power of sequence
and hence adoption of a separate power called krama (sequence)
remains unsolved/ unexplained.
· Bhartrhari prepared a solid background of philosophy of
grammar by explaining some of the philosophical questions and
queries about different concepts like time etc. which were already
raised by Patafijali. However, Bhartrhari's time power is beyond the
scope of formal grammatical analysis and can be understood
through the analysis of the function of language on different levels.
His time power functions in the realm of Sabda or speech viz.,
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Pasyanti, Madhyama, and Vaikhari which involve in the process of
communication with reference to realities. Over and above his ideas
on time, Bhartrhari presents a reconcilation among divergent
conception of time found in different schools of thought.
Bhartrhari' s contribution consists in his elaborate discussion of a
particular topic and the study of contemporary and early
contributions. At length Bhartrhari's ideas are originated from
Vedic and non-vedic sources. Therefore, the understanding of the
theories of some of his early and contemporary schools, particularly,
kasmirasaivagama, Buddhist philosophy (esp. Diimaga) SarytkhyaYoga, Nyaya- Vaise~ika will bring a clearer understanding of
Bhartrhari. Bhartrhari's style of explaining the things poses some
difficulties in understanding his theories. Moreover, he has
mentioned many other views and it requires utmost attention while
deciding his contribution. Finally, it is realised that Bhartrhari, even
if he claims to be ardent follower of trimunis, is a fundamental
thinker.
3. Among the other schools, Katantra has formulated an adhikara rule
for time as kale 111.1.10. Different grammars have used different
terms for different lakaras, Candra, Devanandin etc. have followed
PaJ!inian terms for lakaras. However, there is no conceptual
discussion on time available in other grammars. But, the references
to time aspect of discussion found in other grammar also can be
incorporated.
4. Since the concept of time is a multi-disciplinary concept, there are
several approaches of study and they can exist together without
being contradictory among themselves and thus a holistic approach
to the study on time can be realised in the grammatical tradition.
(the end)
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